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E

ducational policies may increase or decrease health differences, depending on whether they reinforce or counteract
gene-related differences (1). Both early life experiences, such as
education, and genetic factors are independently associated with
later-life health (2–4). A growing literature suggests that health
may also depend on the interaction between these two factors
(5–7). Where strong gene-by-environment (GxE) interactions
exist, modest average effects of education may conceal larger
effects for populations with particular genotypes and lead to
underestimates of the benefits of schooling. We investigate this
possibility by testing whether genetic makeup moderates the
effect of an additional year of secondary education on middleage health.
After the publication of high-impact GxE studies (8–10),
controversies over the replicability of results tempered the enthusiasm for this research program. Low statistical power and
endogenous measures of environment are believed to be the
main reasons for the limited replicability (11–13). Many GxE
studies are low-powered because behavioral traits tend to be
polygenic, meaning that they are influenced by a large number of
genetic markers, each with a very small effect (14). Furthermore,
the effect size of interactions is typically lower than that of direct
effects (11). As a result, much of the previous literature, which
focused on individual candidate genes (exceptions include refs.
15–17), was underpowered (12).
In addition, endogenous measures of environment may lead to
biased estimates of GxE interactions (18, 19). Measures of environment are “endogenous” when the outcome affects the environment (i.e., “reverse causality”) or when the relationship
between the environment and the outcome is confounded by
omitted third factors. Endogenous measures are a concern in our
context because health in childhood may affect educational attainment (EA), or self-control may drive both schooling decisions and health behaviors.
We overcome these obstacles by combining a natural experiment with polygenic scores (PGSs), which are indices constructed from millions of genetic markers. The natural experiment, a well-known compulsory schooling age reform in the
United Kingdom, generated as-good-as-random variation in
education, allowing us to obtain causal estimates of the effect of
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1802909115

education on health (20, 21). We find that 14% of students
completed an additional year of secondary education as a result of
this reform. The combination of this experiment with the use of
PGSs—instead of a candidate-gene approach—for a sample of a
quarter-million individuals makes our analyses appropriately
powered (22).
Before the release of the complete genetic data used in this
study, we wrote a comprehensive preanalysis plan describing the
construction of all variables to be used and the specification of
all analyses to be run (ref. 22 and SI Appendix, section A). We
strictly follow this plan below. Our plan was informed by our
previous work, which used nongenetic data to estimate how
education affects the distribution of health in middle age (23). In
that paper, we documented that the effects of education on health are
concentrated at particular parts of the health distribution, which
suggests that such effects vary across individuals (SI Appendix,
section C). In this work, we formally test whether the effects of
education on health vary across individuals by investigating
whether such effects are moderated by genetic makeup.
We use data from the UK Biobank (UKB). These data are
restricted, but one can gain access by following the procedures
described in www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/register-apply/.
Following our previous work, we studied three health dimensions: body size, lung function, and blood pressure. To reduce
concerns about multiple-hypothesis testing, we constructed an
index that is a weighted average of objective outcomes measuring
each dimension (24). The body size index includes body mass
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This work investigates whether genetic makeup moderates the
effects of education on health. Low statistical power and endogenous measures of environment have been obstacles to the
credible estimation of such gene-by-environment interactions.
We overcome these obstacles by combining a natural experiment
that generated variation in secondary education with polygenic
scores for a quarter-million individuals. The additional schooling
affected body size, lung function, and blood pressure in middle
age. The improvements in body size and lung function were larger
for individuals with high genetic predisposition to obesity. As a
result, education reduced the gap in unhealthy body size between
those in the top and bottom terciles of genetic risk of obesity from
20 to 6 percentage points.
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index (BMI), body fat percentage, and waist–hip ratio. The lung
function index includes the forced expiratory volume in 1 s
(FEV1), the forced vital capacity (FVC), and the peak expiratory
flow (PEF). The blood pressure index includes multiple diastolic
and systolic blood pressure measurements. We also constructed
a summary index that is a weighted average of the body size, lung
function, and blood pressure indices (SI Appendix, section A,
VI). We oriented all four indices so that a higher number corresponds to worse health. For each index, we studied two types
of outcomes: the continuous index measure and an indicator for
whether the index is above a threshold specified in our preanalysis plan (22). These thresholds correspond to the values
where we estimated the largest distributional effects in our
previous work (23). We used such a threshold in an effort to
maximize statistical power: We anticipated that individuals near
this threshold would be most responsive to the policy and also
exhibit the largest GxE effects. Although selecting the threshold
this way leads to upward-biased estimates of the effect of education, it does not lead to biased estimates of the GxE interaction (SI Appendix, section A, XI). Below, we compare our
results to more traditional measures and clinical thresholds that
may not be as well powered. In SI Appendix, section I, we show
that our results are robust to alternative thresholds.
We constructed PGSs for two traits for which large genomewide association studies (GWAS) are publicly available: BMI
(25) and EA (26). We used UKB data to augment the published
GWASs in a way that avoids over-fitting (SI Appendix) and fol-

lowed a standard set of quality-control protocols (27). Final
weights were produced by using LDpred (28). The PGSs were
normalized to have mean zero and SD one and oriented so that
each PGS was positively correlated with its corresponding outcome. The correlation between these two PGSs is −0.24.
The literature has resorted to several different models to
justify why genetic predisposition for obesity might interact with
education (17, 29). Two examples of such models are the
diathesis-stress model and the differential susceptibility model.
The diathesis-stress model (also known as the social trigger/
compensation model) posits that an unhealthy environment
magnifies genetic tendencies for unhealthy behaviors, while a
healthy environment protects against genetic risk (30, 31). There
is suggestive evidence that physical activity, diet, and one’s
obesogenic environment—all of which may be potentially affected by education—may modify the genetic risk for obesity
(32–35). It predicts that education will cause larger weight losses
among those with higher genetic predisposition to obesity. In
contrast, the differential susceptibility model hypothesizes that
individuals with certain genotypes are more sensitive to environmental conditions (36); these individuals thrive in positive
environments, but wilt in negative environments. Assuming that
the BMI PGS reflects such sensitivity, this model also predicts
that education will cause larger weight losses among those with
higher genetic predisposition to obesity.
Similarly, we studied the interaction between education and
the EA PGS because the EA PGS, which is thought to capture,

Fig. 1. Health differences by BMI PGS. Bars show means of binary measures of body size (A), lung function (B), blood pressure (C), and summary indices (D)
for the bottom, middle, and top terciles of the BMI PGS distribution with 95% confidence intervals. Bars are centered at the median PGS value in the tercile.
Sloped lines give linear projection of outcomes on the BMI PGS. R2 gives the fraction of the variation in the outcome explained by the BMI PGS. To make
estimates comparable to our estimates in Fig. 3, we restricted the sample to participants who were born before September 1, 1957, and who dropped out
before age 16 and controlled for a quadratic polynomial in date of birth.
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16. While 11% of those in the bottom PGS tercile had a body
size above the threshold, this fraction was almost three times
larger (31%) among those in the top tercile. Fig. 1 shows that the
BMI PGS is more predictive of the body size (R2 = 0.049) and
summary indices (R2 = 0.021) than of the lung function (R2 =
0.002) and blood pressure indices (R2 = 0.002). See SI Appendix,
section D for the corresponding figures for continuous outcomes
and for the predictive power of EA PGS.
In 1972, England, Scotland, and Wales increased the minimum age at which students could drop out of school from 15 to
16 y. The reform affected only students born on or after September 1, 1957, generating a discontinuity in the relationship
between education and date of birth.
Fig. 2A shows that the fraction staying in school until age
16 increased discontinuously for those born after September 1,
1957. About 83% of those born between September 1956 and
August 1957 stayed in school until at least age 16. This fraction is
close to 97% among those born between September 1957 and
August 1958, the first birth cohort affected by the reform. One
can interpret this discontinuous change, which has been documented (21, 42), as the effect of the reform on education. In the
UKB sample, we estimate that the policy increased the fraction
staying in school until age 16 by 14 percentage points (SI Appendix, section E). In our previous work, we showed that the
policy also led individuals to obtain more qualifications, earn
higher income, and work on occupations with higher socioeconomic status (23).
To estimate the causal effect of education on health, we used a
regression discontinuity design (RDD). The RDD compares the
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among many other things, innate academic ability (26, 37), may
moderate the effect of education on health. It is a priori unknown whether individuals with higher genetic predisposition to
EA might benefit more or less from an additional year of education. On one hand, individuals with higher EA PGSs may learn
more during that year (perhaps, e.g., because they are fast
learners or it is easier for them to learn), which could translate
into larger health improvements. On the other hand, individuals
with lower EA PGSs may have worse health to begin with,
such that they may benefit most from a given change in learning.
The EA PGS may also capture personality traits and intergenerational pathways, which could alternatively explain why it may
moderate the effect of education on health, although the sign of
the interaction is also a priori unknown.
Currently, there are no publicly available, sufficiently predictive GWASs for traits related to lung function and blood
pressure. We opted therefore to investigate whether the BMI
PGS moderated the effects of education on lung function and
on blood pressure because BMI is genetically correlated with
smoking and with coronary artery disease (38). Moreover,
obesity has direct effects on both lung and vascular functions
(39–41).
Fig. 1 documents health differences between those with different levels of genetic risk of obesity. Specifically, it plots the
fraction of study participants in the bottom, middle, and top
terciles of the BMI PGS distribution with a health index above its
corresponding threshold. To facilitate the comparison with Fig. 3
estimates, we restricted the sample to participants who were
born before September 1, 1957, and who dropped out before age

Fig. 2. Fraction staying in school until age 16 by year of birth for full sample (A), bottom, middle, and top terciles of the BMI PGS distribution (B), and bottom,
middle, and top terciles of the EA PGS distribution (C). Dashed vertical lines mark the first birth cohort affected by the raising of the school-leaving age from
15 to 16.
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health outcomes of individuals born just before and just after
September 1, 1957, controlling for cohort trends. Intuitively,
individuals born on August 31, 1957, and individuals born on
September 1, 1957, were comparable (e.g., in terms of their
childhood health) before the reform. In other words, the health
of those born on August 31, 1957, provides a counterfactual of
the health that those born on September 1, 1957, would have had
had they not been forced to stay in school until age 16. For this
reason, any later-life health differences between these two
groups can be attributed to the causal effect of the additional
year of schooling. In SI Appendix, section B, we offer evidence
that those born just before and just after September 1, 1957,
were comparable before the reform. For example, we show that
the two groups are genetically similar. Genetic markers are
useful to test the RDD assumption because genotypes are objectively measured, determined at conception, and immutable.
To investigate whether the effect of education on health varies
with genetic makeup, we compared the discontinuous changes in
health of groups with different PGSs, accounting for the differences in the fraction of individuals affected by the reform in
different PGS groups. Fig. 2 B and C shows that, among cohorts
born before September 1957, those with higher BMI PGSs and
those with lower EA PGSs were less likely to stay in school until
age 16. As expected, the results in Fig. 2C represent the strongest
GxE effect resulting from the reform: The difference in the
fraction staying in school until age 16 between the bottom
and top EA PGS terciles fell from 18.4 percentage points before
the reform to 3.1 percentage points afterward. Because almost

everyone stayed in school until at least age 16 after the reform,
there was little variation in EA at this level left after the reform
to be explained by the EA PGS.
Formally, we estimated the following regression:
Healthi = β0 + β1 ðEdu16i × PGSi Þ + β2 Edu16i + β3 PGSi

+ f ðDoBi Þ + Edu16i × PC ’i β4 + PC ’i β5 + x’i β6 + ui ,
[1]
where Healthi is a health outcome; Edu16i is an indicator for
staying in school until age 16; PGSi is the BMI or EA PGS;
f(DoBi) is a quadratic polynomial in date of birth (we allow for
different pretrends and posttrends); PCi is a vector of the first
15 principal components of the genotypic data; and xi is a vector
of predetermined characteristics—namely age, age-squared, gender, month, and country of birth. We include Edu16i × PC’i and
PC’i to correct for population stratification (43, 44). To account for
the endogeneity of Edu16i and for the differential impacts of the
reform on the education of groups with different PGSs, we estimated Eq. 1 through two-stages least squares (2SLS), using the
reform as an instrument. The 2SLS estimates the effect of staying
in school until age 16 among those affected by the reform (i.e.,
those who would have dropped out at age 15 in the absence of the
reform). In other words, our results cannot be explained by the
fact that individuals with lower EA PGSs (or individuals with
higher BMI PGSs) were more likely to have been affected by
the reform. We restricted the sample to participants of European

Fig. 3. Does the effect of staying in school until age 16 depend on the BMI PGS? Bars show 2SLS point estimates of effect of staying in school until age 16 on
binary measures of the body size index (A), lung function index (B), blood pressure index (C), and summary index (D) for the bottom, middle, and top terciles
of the BMI PGS distribution. Bars are centered at the median PGS value in the tercile. Brackets show 95% confidence intervals. Sloped lines plot β1PGSi + β2.
P corresponds to the P value of H0:β1 = 0.
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Table 1. Effect of staying in school until age 16 on health indices

Edu16
BMI PGS
P value for H0:
no effect of education
Interaction with EA PGS
EA PGS × Edu16
Edu16
EA PGS
P value for H0:
no effect of education
Observations
Dep. Var.
mean among compliers

Body
size

Lung
function

Blood
pressure

Summary
index

Body
size

Lung
function

Blood
pressure

Summary
index

−0.057***
(0.011)
−0.060*
(0.035)
0.124***
(0.010)
7.97 × 10−10

−0.037**
(0.016)
−0.089*
(0.048)
0.048***
(0.015)
6.09 × 10−5

0.016
(0.018)
0.106**
(0.051)
0.025
(0.016)
0.004

−0.101***
(0.016)
−0.058
(0.050)
0.152***
(0.015)
1.50 × 10−14

0.028
(0.033)
−0.119
(0.096)
0.263***
(0.030)
0.455

−0.091**
(0.044)
−0.147
(0.124)
0.127***
(0.040)
0.002

0.073**
(0.036)
0.118
(0.102)
0.024
(0.033)
0.002

−0.010
(0.042)
−0.092
(0.122)
0.206***
(0.038)
0.545

−0.013
(0.020)
−0.089**
(0.042)
−0.013
(0.020)
0.006

0.030
(0.028)
−0.085
(0.056)
−0.043
(0.027)
3.36 × 10−7

0.021
(0.030)
0.117*
(0.060)
−0.054*
(0.029)
0.014

0.049*
(0.029)
−0.067
(0.059)
−0.078***
(0.028)
2.11 × 10−8

−0.093
(0.059)
−0.192
(0.119)
−0.036
(0.057)
0.257

−0.001
(0.074)
−0.172
(0.148)
−0.060
(0.072)
0.037

−0.024
(0.060)
0.117
(0.121)
−0.054
(0.058)
0.016

−0.054
(0.074)
−0.146
(0.147)
−0.076
(0.072)
0.576

249,699
0.215

203,048
0.287

253,377
0.611

200,398
0.317

249,699
0.261

203,048
0.269

253,377
0.090

200,398
0.311
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The 2SLS estimates are shown. Above threshold is an indicator of whether the health index is greater than the threshold specified in ref. 22. Edu16 is an
indicator for staying in school until age 16 and is instrumented by an indicator for being born after September 1, 1957. The P value for H0: no effect of
education is the P value from a joint test that β1 = β2 = 0. The last row shows means of the dependent variable (Dep. Var.) among prereform compliers,
defined as individuals born before September 1, 1957, who dropped out before age 16. ***P < 0.01, **P < 0.05, *P < 0.1.

ancestry born within 10 y of September 1, 1957 (n = 253,715). In
SI Appendix, section H, we show that our results are robust to
tighter bandwidths and to linear trends.
Table 1 summarizes the main results (see SI Appendix, sections E and G for additional results). We find that, overall, the
effects of education on health depend on the BMI PGS. In five
of eight regressions, the P value on β1 is <0.05. In two cases, it is
less than the Bonferroni-corrected value 0.05/16 = 0.0031. In
contrast, there is no evidence that the effects of education on
health depends on the EA PGS: None of the eight regressions
has P values on the interaction term <0.05.
We can reject the hypothesis that staying in school until age
16 has no effects on health in middle age. In 12 of 16 regressions,
the P value of the joint test that β1 = β2 = 0 is <0.05 and in 10 cases
less than the Bonferroni-corrected value of 0.05/16 = 0.0031. The
direction of these results is consistent with previous work (23, 42).
For the binary measures of the body size, lung function, and
summary indices, the improvements in health are larger for individuals with a higher BMI PGS. Similarly, for the continuous
measure of lung function, improvements in health are larger for
individuals with higher BMI PGSs. While the estimate for the
continuous measure of blood pressure suggests an interaction of the
BMI PGS and education, there are reasons to question the credibility of this particular result: its marginal significance (P value of
0.041), the weak direct effect of the PGS (P value of 0.458), and the
low power anticipated in the preanalysis plan (in the most optimistic
case, 17% power to detect an effect at 5% significance).
The results shown in Table 1 assume that the effect of staying
in school until age 16 varies linearly with the PGS. In Fig. 3, we
adopt a more nonparametric specification and estimate separate
effects for the bottom, middle, and top terciles of the BMI PGS
distribution. The bars show point estimates of the effects on the
binary outcomes with 95% confidence intervals. Figures presented in SI Appendix, section F for the continuous measures and
Barcellos et al.

EA PGS show results qualitatively similar to the corresponding
results in Table 1.
Fig. 3 shows that education reduced the differences in body
size by genetic risk shown in Fig. 1. For the top tercile of the BMI
PGS distribution, staying in school until age 16 reduced the
fraction above the body size threshold by 13 percentage points.
For the bottom tercile, there was a modest, statistically insignificant increase. As a result, the additional year of education
reduced the gap in “unhealthy body size” (i.e., being above the
body size threshold) between the top and the bottom PGS terciles from 20 to 6 percentage points.
The above results correspond to indices that were constructed
as a weighted average of related health outcomes. While an index has the advantage of being better powered than a single
outcome, it has the disadvantage of being a nonstandard composite measure. For comparison with more traditional measures
of health, Table 2 shows separate results for the outcomes that
compose each index. The upper part shows results for the binary
measures. The lower part shows results for the continuous
measures. To construct the thresholds for the binary measures of
the outcomes, we followed the same procedure used to construct
the thresholds for the binary measures of the indices. Note that,
because thresholds are calculated separately, the fraction above
the thresholds for each measure differs from each other and
from the corresponding index.
When analyzing the outcomes separately in Table 2, we reach
the same conclusions drawn from the analysis of the indices in
Table 1. For the binary measures of the outcomes that compose
the body size and the lung function indices, the health improvements are larger for individuals with higher BMI PGSs. Among
the body-size measures, the interaction coefficient for BMI is not
as significant as the results for the other two outcomes. This illustrates
the power gained by using indices: Had we analyzed BMI alone, we
would have ignored the rich information available in the body-fat
PNAS Latest Articles | 5 of 8
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Interaction with BMI PGS
BMI PGS × Edu16

Continuous

GENETICS

Above threshold

Table 2. Effect of staying in school until age 16 on health outcomes
Body size

Above threshold
BMI PGS × Edu16
Edu16
BMI PGS
P value for H0:
no effect of
education
Dep. Var.
mean among
compliers
Continuous
BMI PGS × Edu16
Edu16
BMI PGS
P value for H0:
no effect of
education
Observations
Dep. Var.
mean among
compliers

Lung function

Blood pressure

BMI

Body fat
percentage

Waist–hip
ratio

FEV1

FVC

PEF

Diastolic

Systolic

−0.024*
(0.013)
−0.068
(0.042)
0.137***
(0.012)
0.004

−0.065***
(0.012)
−0.068*
(0.037)
0.137***
(0.011)
7.11 × 10−12

−0.031***
(0.010)
−0.090***
(0.031)
0.059***
(0.010)
4.28 × 10−8

−0.044**
(0.020)
−0.116**
(0.059)
0.061***
(0.019)
3.81 × 10−5

−0.055***
(0.018)
−0.115**
(0.054)
0.075***
(0.017)
2.98 × 10−7

−0.012
(0.018)
−0.054
(0.051)
0.013
(0.016)
0.164

0.029
(0.018)
0.081
(0.051)
0.016
(0.016)
0.002

0.018
(0.017)
0.107**
(0.050)
0.013
(0.016)
0.002

0.322

0.223

0.162

0.488

0.368

0.307

0.609

0.655

0.03
(0.160)
−0.201
(0.469)
1.675***
(0.146)
0.913

0.450**
(0.222)
−0.693
(0.641)
1.441***
(0.203)
0.127

0.001
(0.002)
−0.009
(0.007)
0.010***
(0.002)
0.363

0.053**
(0.025)
0.113
(0.070)
−0.077***
(0.023)
3.21 × 10−4

0.063**
(0.031)
0.139
(0.088)
−0.108***
(0.028)
5.06 × 10−4

6.977*
(4.119)
11.196
(11.817)
−6.545*
(3.802)
0.016

0.922**
(0.359)
0.964
(1.029)
0.146
(0.329)
4.91 × 10−4

0.474
(0.587)
2.340
(1.689)
0.619
(0.540)
0.057

252,926
28.470

249,743
32.340

253,155
0.881

203,048
2.870

203,048
3.773

203,048
413.700

253,377
83.530

253,377
135.400
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The 2SLS estimates are shown. Above threshold is an indicator of whether the outcome is greater than its threshold. Edu16 is an indicator for staying in
school until age 16 and is instrumented by an indicator for being born after September 1, 1957. The P value for H0: no effect of education is the P value from a
joint test that β1 = β2 = 0. The last row shows means of the dependent variable (Dep. Var.) among prereform compliers, defined as individuals born before
September 1, 1957, who dropped out before age 16. ***P < 0.01, **P < 0.05, *P < 0.1.

percentage and in the waist–hip ratio outcomes. For the continuous
measures of the outcomes that compose the lung function index,
the health improvements are also larger for individuals with
higher BMI PGSs (for these measures, a higher value corresponds to better health).
To maximize statistical power, the thresholds used to construct
the binary measures were chosen as the values where we previously
estimated the largest distributional effects of education on health
because individuals in this part of the distribution are expected to be
most responsive to the policy. These thresholds do not necessarily
correspond to clinical cutoffs used for medical diagnosis. For diastolic blood pressure, for example, the threshold is 78.6 for women
and 82.6 for men, which is within 3 points of the clinical cutoff used
to diagnose stage 1 hypertension (80 mm Hg). For BMI, the threshold
is 29.7 for women and 30.1 for men, which are even more similar to
the clinical cutoff of 30 used to diagnose obesity. For completeness,
Table 3 shows results for the following clinical cutoffs: a BMI > 30
(obesity), a FEV1–FVC ratio < 0.7 (chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease; COPD), a diastolic blood pressure >80 or a systolic blood
pressure >130 (stage 1 hypertension), and a diastolic blood
pressure >90 or a systolic blood pressure >140 (stage 2 hypertension).
The results for obesity and hypertension are consistent with
the results shown in Tables 1 and 2. For example, the additional
year of education reduces obesity among those with a BMI PGS
one SD above the mean by ∼8 percentage points, while the
additional year of education reduces obesity among those with
an average BMI PGS by 5.5 percentage points (31.5% of
compliers were obese). The P value of the interaction term is 0.073.
6 of 8 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1802909115

While this estimate is weaker than the one we found for the binary
body size index, recall that obesity as measured solely by BMI ignores information based on body-fat percentage and the waist–hip
ratio outcomes, resulting in a lower-powered analysis (Table 2).
We find, however, no effect of education on COPD and no
evidence that such effect varies with one’s BMI PGS. Even though
staying in school until age 16 led to increases in FEV1 and FVC
(Table 2), COPD was not affected because FEV1 and FVC increased by the same proportion. Despite no effects on COPD, the
larger increases in FEV1 and in FVC for those with higher BMI
PGSs are consistent with larger improvements in lung function for
those with higher genetic risk of obesity.
Our results challenge the notion of genetic determinism (45); yet
the question of why we observed larger health improvements for
those with higher genetic predisposition to obesity remains. Broadly
speaking, the channels through which education are thought to
affect health can be divided in two general categories: changes
in material resources and changes in health behaviors. Education
increases income, giving the more educated access to material resources, more/higher-quality health care, and a healthier diet.
Changes in health behaviors may come about for a host of reasons.
For example, education may lead individuals to value the future
more and provide them with more knowledge, better criticalthinking skills, and the ability to process information.
In previous work (23), we found evidence that the additional
year of education increased income and led to healthier diets.
Given the results in this paper, it is natural to ask whether these
changes were larger among those with higher predisposition to
Barcellos et al.

Table 3. Effect of staying in school until age 16 on clinical cutoffs
Clinical cutoffs
Hypertension

BMI PGS × Edu16
Edu16
BMI PGS
P value for H0: no effect
of education
Observations
Dep. Var. mean
among compliers

Obesity: BMI ≥ 30

COPD: FEV1/FVC ≤ 0.7

Stages 1 and 2: Diastolic
≥ 80 or systolic ≥ 130

Stage 2: Diastolic
≥ 90 or systolic ≥ 140

−0.024* (0.013)
−0.055 (0.042)
0.136*** (0.012)
0.009

0.004 (0.013)
−0.056 (0.038)
−0.009 (0.012)
0.262

0.028* (0.017)
0.060 (0.047)
0.010 (0.015)
0.005

0.014 (0.017)
0.036 (0.049)
0.017 (0.016)
0.240

252,926
0.315

203,048
0.144

253,377
0.717

253,377
0.422
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education not only affected health, corroborating the social determinants hypothesis, but it also reduced the role played by
genetic factors: The association between genetic predisposition
to obesity and unhealthy body size was reduced among cohorts
who were forced to stay in school longer. Future work in this
area may want to include considerations about how the effects of
social determinants on health vary across individuals and the
potential role of social determinants in moderating the relationship between genetic makeup and health.
Investigating the generalizability of our results will be an important next step. While our estimates have internal validity, they
only offer evidence on the causal effects of an additional year of
compulsory schooling at age 15 in a specific national and historical context. Historical context and the phenotype being
studied have been shown to matter when estimating GxE interactions in smoking behavior (50, 51). Furthermore, other policies
may be more effective than changes in the compulsory schooling
age when it comes to reducing middle-age obesity rates. As a
result, following up on the analyses above with different PGSs,
phenotypes, and in different policy contexts will inform whether
the findings presented here generalize, increasing our understanding of the role that social policy can have in mitigating
possible health differences arising from genetic background.

obesity. We find no evidence that this was the case when using
UKB data on diet, physical activity, and income (SI Appendix,
section K), but we stress that these data have several important
limitations. For example, the measures of diet and income are
self-reported, and physical activity measures are only available
for a subset of the sample. Moreover, since UKB participants
have higher socioeconomic status and are healthier than the
general population (46), measures of diet, physical activity, and
income might have less variation in this sample. These limitations decrease power to find significant interactions.
Overall, this work highlights the importance of maintaining
statistical power when conducting GxE research. By combining
some of the most powerful PGSs available with a large natural
experiment and samples of unprecedented size, we were able to
identify a robust interaction of genes and education on health.
In view of these results, it may be tempting to adopt a cynical
outlook on GxE research: Indeed, finding impactful, exogenous
variation in environment for a large, genotyped sample is
somewhat rare. Nevertheless, we are optimistic about this research agenda for several reasons. For example, employing other
research designs, such as randomized controlled trials, may be
better powered and produce more precise estimates than the
RDD used here (47). Relatedly, a higher treatment compliance
rate would also increase the statistical power. As GWAS samples
increase, the predictive power of PGSs will also increase, and
new PGSs with reasonable power will become available for a
variety of health and behavioral phenotypes. This will allow for
a better match between outcomes and PGSs; in our case, it
might have been helpful to have sufficiently predictive PGSs for
blood pressure and lung function. As a result, as long as researchers are attentive to the statistical power of their studies,
we anticipate that this will be a fruitful line of research in
the future.
Our work has implications for the literature on social determinants of health, which argues that interventions that increase
education, income, or socioeconomic status can improve health
(48, 49). Our findings show that the effects of education on
health were not uniform across genetic backgrounds, benefitting
those with greater genetic risk for obesity more. In other words,
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